
Past Future Continuous

Name: Date: __/__/20__

All day long they ___________________ up their shares or glooming over
the result.
1.

(tell)
would be telling

Do you suppose that I ____________________ you now if I had not?2.
(carry)

would be carrying

If I didn't, I _____________________ you to look after this little girl, who
hasn't any folks-father or mother-to look after her right.
3.

(not/ask)
wouldn't be asking

Mere unexpressed esteem __________________________.4. (not/cherish)would not be cherishing

It _________________________ to the nature of divine grace to require of
us anything we could not do.
5.

(not/accord)
would not be according

Certainly no forces __________________ to move it.6. (act)would be acting

I ______________________ even an Eskimo, who most folks reckon to
rob.
7.

(not/rob)
wouldn't be robbing

If he did he ________________________ the uninterrupted march of the
main body.
8.

(not/secure)
would not be securing

It __________________ too great a chance.9. (take)would be taking

Oh that boys and girls __________________ old people, who wish them
well, so much trouble!
10.

(give)
would be giving

It ______________________ beyond my proper limits here to discuss
how far organic beings in a state of nature are definitely modified by changed
conditions.

11.

(travel)

would be travelling

He ___________________ up as a man of property next, with a place in
the country!
12.

(set)
would be setting

Any mistake on her part ___________________ into his hands.13. (play)would be playing

We ______________ back to the plan.14. (go)'d be going
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If I was independent, if I could work my own will without causing others to
suffer for my deeds, I ______________________ over this stupid page; I
would not be idly reading or sewing.

15.

(not/pore)
would not be poring

Oh, if she could only do what she wanted to, Amanda Peabody
______________________ very long!
16.

(not/smile)wouldn't be smiling

Perrine thought that if she frankly replied to his question she
_________________________ any serious matter, so she related exactly
what had occurred.

17.

(not/reveal)
would not be revealing

I knew that the horses ___________________.18. (wait)would be waiting

Stan wondered if he ______________________ one of the big fellows
very soon.
19.

(not/fly)
would not be flying

They _____________________ to eat the midnight meal, now, he
remembered.
20.

(prepare)
would be preparing
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